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A critical geometry for lasers with internal lenslike effects A. Le Floch (*), J. M. Lenormarid (*), R. Le Naour (**) and J. P. Taché (*) where a complex radius of curvature q is introduced, given by :
Here p is the radius of curvature of the beam and w the spot size at point z. As shown by Kogelnik [3] , the q parameter allows to describe the evolution of Gaussian modes with the ABCD matrix of the classical ray transformation. If q, and q2 describe the Gaussian beam at points 1 and 2 respectively we can write :
The matrix corresponding to propagation along the z axis of figure 1 for a cavity with mirrors of curvature radius R, and R2 and a lens of focal length f is such as :
where :
Postulating the self-consistency of the q parameter after a round trip and separating real and imaginary parts, we obtain for the spot sizes on the mirrors [3] The usual spot sizes for the empty cavity, noted w, and w2, are given by figure 3 are indeed reversed The existence of the critical geometry is verified by placing the curved mirror and the aperture at 0.48 m from the plane mirror (Fig. 4) . The two beams then give symmetric profiles without corresponding shifts. All the theoretical curves are drawn by inserting the measured losses in the usual Lamb dip formula used in reference [1] .
The critical geometry may be essential for the accuracy of optical standards developed in many laboratories. For each laser locked to a saturated absorption peak, its particular geometry allows to predict a type of asymmetry with a blue or a red shift depending on the sign of mode variation at the limiting aperture. Note also that such effects introduce large asymmetries in intracavity absorption spectroscopy developed by many groups [7] and may be important in high resolution spectroscopy.
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